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Considered the gold-standard in GMAT test prep, Manhattan GMATâ€™s ten strategy guides are

the first books on the market to be aligned with the GMAC Official Guide, 2015 and 13th Editions.

Fully updated and revised to deal with recent changes to the GMAT, they were designed with a

content-based approach.The Critical Reasoning Guide demystifies critical reasoning by teaching a

clear, consistent, and effective approach to understanding an argumentâ€™s logic and choosing the

best answer to the given question. Unlike other guides that attempt to convey everything in a single

tome, the Critical Reasoning Strategy Guide is designed to provide deep, focused coverage of one

specialized area tested on the GMAT. As a result, students benefit from thorough and

comprehensive subject material, clear explanations of fundamental principles, and step-by-step

instructions of important techniques. In-action practice problems and detailed answer explanations

challenge the student, while topical sets of Official Guide problems provide the opportunity for

further growth. Used by itself or with other Manhattan GMAT Strategy Guides, the Critical

Reasoning Guide will help students develop all the knowledge, skills, and strategic thinking

necessary for success on the GMAT. Purchase of this book includes one year of access to

Manhattan GMATâ€™s online computer-adaptive practice exams and Critical Reasoning Question

Bank. All of Manhattan Prepâ€™s GMAT Strategy Guides are aligned with both the 2015 Edition

and 13th Edition GMAC Official Guide.
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Chapter by Chapter1. ARGUMENT STRUCTURE Parts of an Argument, Finding a Conclusion,

Common Signal Words, Identifying Conclusions and Premises, An Alternate Way2. DIAGRAMMING

The T-Diagram, Efficient Diagramming, Model Arguments3. GENERAL STRATEGY Question Stem,

'Except' Questions, Boundary and Extreme Words in Question Stem, Process of Elimination,

Boundary and Extreme Words in Answer Choices4. FIND THE ASSUMPTION Close Ties to the

Conclusion, Categories of Assumptions, Wrong Answer Choice Types, Least Extreme negation

(Advanced)5. DRAW A CONCLUSION Stay Close to the Premises, Use Real Numbers, Make an

Inference, Wrong Answer Choice Types6. STRENGTHEN THE CONCLUSION S-W-Slash Chart,

Decide Between Two Attractive Answer Choices, Wrong Answer Choice Types7. WEAKEN THE

CONCLUSION Argument/Conterargument, S-W Slash Chart Revisited, Wrong Answer Choice

Types8. MINOR QUESTION TYPES Explain an Event or Discrepancy, Analyze the Argument

Structure, Evaluate the Conclusion, Resolve a Problem, Provide an Example, Restate the

Conclusion, Mimic the Argument --This text refers to the Kindle Edition edition.

Chapter by Chapter1. Argument Structure2. Methodology3. Structure-Based Family4.

Assumptions5. Strengthen and Weaken6. Evidence Family7. Complete the Argument8. Wrong

Answer AnalysisAppendix A: Official Guide Problem Set

Provides so many good techniques and explains them clearly. You'll find the wrap up at the end of

each chapter that will help you to organize what you just read up in your mind.

This is a really good resource for Critical Reasoning. The best part is that you get access to the

Manhattan Online problem sets. Some of these questions are more difficult than the real test, but I

guess that's to be expected from all the Manhattan series.

The Manhattan series was the most helpful for me on my GMAT because other GMAT prep books

only shows time saving or test taking tips but does not go into details about the various topics which

I needed because I don't have a strong quantitative base. In fact, I didn't know even the basic idea

of number properties or even odd plus odd is even (must have been asleep in math class) and so

these guides were a must for me. Except for the critical reasoning guide, I give them all five stars

+++!Too bad I found these guides too late (just 2 weeks before the exam) and by the time they

arrived in the mail, I didn't have time to do any of the practice exercises but I still managed to

improve my score from 500 to 640 from just skimming through these guides. 640 may not be a high



score, but for someone who didn't know what a cube root is two weeks before the exam, these

guides sure did a good job getting me up to speed. In my situation, these guides were heaven

sent.If you're really good with math then they might be too easy and too basic for you. Even then,

they would still serve as a nice 'refresher'. They are short and concise and it only took me about an

hour or less to skim through each and so they are pricey if you're just using them for a quick review.

But if you don't know math like I don't know math, BUY THEM ALL!!! THEY ROCK!However, their

critical reasoning gmat guide did not go into much detail than the chapters of other verbal gmat prep

guides out there and so I did not feel it's price was justified at all! The other guides costs lest than

this guide and covers all the verbal topics and comes with tips as well. It also arrived after my exam

date so I returned it.

Pretty good book to cement the foundations. Can supplement preparation in an effective

manner.E-book edition saves money also. VFM

This is very helpfull book I ever read. This book is short and in console format. One can understand

CR well in short period.

Need more questions at par with official questions. Mainly more 600-700 and 700 level questions

are needed otherwise a good companion to have with powerscore critical reasoning bible

I've never learned as quickly or as easily as I have since ordering the parts of the Manhattan

Review set.

This book gave me the tools to organize the parts of an argument. I have also used number

properties and sentence corrections. No other books in GMAT prep (I have tired numerous) have

been able to provide skill building exercises and pinpoint problem areas. I highly recommend the

entire series.
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